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SIXTH NEGOTIATIONS MEETING ON THE JOINT IMPLEMENTATION OF ITER
by Dr. Y. Okumura, Deputy Director, ITER Promotion Office, JAERI

The Sixth ITER Negotiations Meeting (N6) took place on 29-30 October 2002 at Rokkasho-mura in the
Aornori Prefecture - the location of the site that Japan has offered to host the ITER project. Japan hosted the
meeting, which was also attended by delegations from Canada, the European Union. and the Russian
Federation. Dr. Masaji Yoshikawa, JAERI, was nominated as Moderator of the meeting, assisted by Dr. Tars,
Matsumoto, JAERI. as Secretary.

At the start of the meeting, Mr. Yoshiro Mori, the former Prime Minister of Japan and Chairman of the League
of Diet Members for Fusion Energy Promotion, made a welcoming address to the delegates. He said that
energy issues are important to achieving humnan prosperity, world peace and conservation of the environment.
and that therefore the Japanese Government as a whole should promote the ITER project under international
collaboration to realize fusion energy. Then Mr. Monio Kimura, the Governor of Aormori Prefecture, stated that
Aormori would like to host ITER and contribute to the internatio nal community hrough promotion of the project.

In the participants' opening comments:

*The JA delegation reported that JA had sent a letter to China on 22 October 2002 on behalf of the ITER
Negotiators in response to a letter from Mr. Liu, Vice Minister of Science and Technology of China, It was
announced that the delegations would meet with the Chinese delegation on 1 November in Tokyo. The JA
delegation also reported that there had been changes within the Japanese Cabinet on 30 September.
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Mr. Hiroyuki Hosoda was appointed as Minister of State for Science and Technology Policy as the
successor to Mr. Kopi Omi. Ms. Atsuko Toyarnia for the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and
Technology (MEXT) and Ms. Yoriko Kawaguchi for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) remained in
office. It was stressed that the poliical support for ITER promotion would be as strong as in the previous
Cabinet. It was also reported that the International ITER Forum hosted by he Aomnori Prefecture would
be heid on 31 October TheJA doeegation invited all delegation:?s to attend the forum.

The Canadian deklzgation reported on the special informal ITER session at the IAEA Fusion Energy
Conference in Lyon, France, and noted that it raised the ITER profile in a positive way. The CA delegation
commended all delegations on the planning and execution of the special ession and rep orted that it had
been well attenrded, with approximately 350 conference participants. The CA delegation also reported hat
the Head of Delegation had responded to the etter from Vice Minister L of China.

The EU delegation reported on te adoption, within the Sixth Framework Programlme, of the Specific
Euratom Programme, which gives an explicit basis for continuing activities in the period up to the end of
2006, including a provision of up to $2200 million for a possible start of TER construction. It was also
reported that the speech given to the AEA Ccnference in Lyon by Mine Haigner6, French Minister for
Research, andi the announcement on the Gadarache site at he susqetspecial evening session, oin
ITER, as well as the technical dossier ,supporting the Cadarache site candidature, had officially been
transmitted to the EU Commissioner fr Research by Minister Hagir.TeEU delegation distributed to
participants copies of this dossier supporting the French site andidature, and gave an overview
presentation, emphasizing the strong scientific and technical nfrastructure already existing at the site as
an mportant factor for the success of the project.

aThe RF delegation reported that the ITER activities in the Russian Federation are conducted in
accordance with the Federal Programn (2002-2005) approved by the Russian Government. Fundin or
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ITER activities in 2003 is expected to be on the same level as in previous years, It was reported that the
mandate of the Russian delegation to participate in the Negotiations in 2003 is expected to be approved
soon by the Government. The RF delegation also reported that they had received informal enquiries from
the Republic of Korea about possible participation in ITER.

Dr. S. Matsuda, Moderator of the Fifth Meeting of the Negotiations Standing Sub-Group (NSSG-5, held in
Rokkasho-mura on 7-9 October 2002) introduced the progress report of the NSSG. The delegations noted
the progress report from the NSSG on the Joint Assessment of Specific Sites (JASS). The joint assessment
of the Japanese site at Rokkasho-mura was conducted on 2-5 October 2002. This followed the assessment
in September of the proposed Canadian site at Clarington. With the successful conduct of these two
assessments, the JASS process is at the halfway mark. The last two site assessments will be carried out i]
December at the two sites proposed by the European Union one at Cadar-ache in France and the other at
Vandellos in Spain. It was agreed that the final report of the JASS would be presented at the Eighth
Negotiations Meeting (N8),

Significant progress was also made on a wide range of other issues, including matters such as the treaty to
implement ITER (the Joint Implementation Agreement - JIA), procurement allocation and the intellectual
property rights thait would accrue to participants in the project. The Negotiators agreed that the international
organization responsible for implementing the project would be called the ITE-R International Fusion Energy
Organization. The delegations noted the progress in developing the fifth draft of the JIA and charged the
NSSG to elaborate further the JIA and Related Instruments.

The delegations accepted the oral report of NSSG-5 on the management and organizational structure of the
organization,, and noted that JA and EU would prepare consolidated papers on the organizational structure
and the staffing, respectively.

It was agreed that the ITER Transitional Arrangements would be. conducted during the transition period
between the end of the current Co-ordpnated Technical Activities and the establishment of the ITER
International Fusion Energy Organization. The delegations noted that the Parties have received the letters
from the Director General of the IAEA inviting participation in the activity, and encouraged the Parties to reply
promptly. The delegations requested the CTA Project Board to prepare a brief final report on the CTA.

The delegations discussed the Work Plan and Milestones adopted at the Fifth Negotiations Meeting N5). No
change was proposed but the delegations noted the necessity for higher political level discussions sufficient
to decide on the site and the need to continue the negotiations process after N8,

At the conclusion of the N6 meeting, the delegations reaffirmed their belief that the critical issues are being
successfully addressed and that the ITER fusion energy research project is well on the way to being
implemented.

ITER Session AT THE IAEA Fusion Energy ConferenceXA304
by Dr. M. J. Stewart, President and CEO, hter CanadaXA304

A highlight of this year's Fusion Energy Conference, held in Lyon, France, on 14-19 October, was the
participation by the ITER Parties in both a Special ITER Informal Session and in the Fusion Institute Exhibition
at the Palais des Congirbs de Lyon. These gave conference participants an opportunity to hear the latest on
this collaborative international fusion energy research and development project, and to speak with the experts
from each of the four sites being offered for the construction of TER. The Special ITER Informal Session was
held on the evening of 16 October and it was very well attended, with approximately 350 conference
participants attending,

Academician Evgeny Velikhov introduced the project and chaired the session. He was followed by Dr. Hiroshi
Kishimoto, who updated the audience on the progress todate in the Negotiations on ITER Joint
Implementation. The objective of the Negotiations is clear: to implement ITER. Key steps in this process are
the series of meetings of the ITER Parties and the resulting work, including the Joint Assessment of Specific
Sites (JASS), establishing the ITER Transitional Arrangements, develoDing the ITER Implementing
Agreement and creating the ITER international organization.
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